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Abstract

Transcranial alternating current stimulation (tACS) is a promising tool for noninvasive investigation of brain oscillations. TACS employs frequency-specific stimulation of the human brain through current applied to the scalp with surface electrodes. Most current knowledge of the technique is based on behavioral studies; thus, combining the method with brain imaging holds potential to better understand the mechanisms of tACS. Because of electrical and susceptibility artifacts, combining tACS with brain imaging can be challenging, however, one brain imaging technique that is well suited to be applied simultaneously with tACS is functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). In our lab, we have successfully combined tACS with simultaneous fMRI measurements to show that tACS effects are state, current, and frequency dependent, and that modulation of brain activity is not limited to the area directly below the electrodes. This article describes a safe and reliable setup for applying tACS simultaneously with visual task fMRI studies, which can lend to understanding oscillatory brain function as well as the effects of tACS on the brain.

Video Link

The video component of this article can be found at https://www.jove.com/video/55866/

Introduction

Transcranial alternating current stimulation (tACS) is a noninvasive brain stimulation technique with promise for investigating neural oscillations and frequency-specific brain functions in healthy individuals as well as to study and modulate oscillations in clinical populations. Using two or more conductive electrodes placed on the scalp, low current (1-2 mA peak-to-peak) sinusoidal waves are applied to the brain at a desired frequency to interact with ongoing neural oscillations. TACS studies have measured frequency- and task-specific behavioral or cognitive modulations including but not limited to motor function, working memory performance, somatosensation, and visual perception. Applying alternating current in a noninvasive manner has also resulted in functional improvement in neurological patients, such as tremor reduction in Parkinson’s disease, improved vision in optical neuropathy, and improved rate of speech, sensory, and motor recovery after stroke. Despite an increasing number of studies using tACS for research and evidence of its therapeutic potential in clinical settings, the effects of this technique are not fully characterized, and its mechanisms are not completely understood.

Simulations and animal studies can provide insight into the effects of alternating current stimulation at the cellular or neural network level under controlled conditions, but given the state-dependence of effective stimulation techniques, such studies do not reveal the whole picture. Combining tACS with neuroimaging techniques like electroencephalography (EEG), magnetoencephalography (MEG), or functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) can inform about systems-level modulation of brain function. However, each combination comes with technological challenges, mainly due to stimulation-induced artifacts in the measurement of frequencies of interest. Although the temporal resolution of fMRI cannot match EEG or MEG measurements, its spatial coverage and resolution in cortical and subcortical brain regions is superior.

Recently, in a combined tACS-fMRI study, we showed that effects of tACS on the blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) signal measured with fMRI are both frequency and task specific, and that the stimulation does not necessarily exert its greatest effect directly underneath the electrodes, but in regions more distant from the electrodes. In a following study, we investigated the effect of tACS electrode position and frequency on network function using amplitude of low frequency fluctuations and resting-state functional connectivity, including using correlation seeds of the most directly stimulated regions, as derived from subject-based current density simulations. Most notably in this study, alpha (10 Hz) and gamma (40 Hz) stimulation often elicited opposite effects in network connectivity or on regional modulation. Additionally, the resting-state network that was most affected was the left fronto-parietal control network. These studies highlight the potential for using fMRI...
to determine optimal parameters for effective, controlled stimulation. Also, they contribute to evidence that, aside from controlled parameters, such as task condition and timing, stimulation frequency, and electrode positions, there are subject-specific factors that influence the success of tACS. Examples of subject characteristics that translate as uncontrollable variables in optimizing stimulation parameters are intrinsic functional connectivity, endogenous oscillation peak frequency (e.g., individual alpha frequency), and skull and skin thickness. Considering the current body of literature pertaining to tACS, more studies combining tACS with neural measurements such as neuroimaging are required to establish comprehensive procedures for effective brain stimulation techniques.

Herein, we describe a safe and reliable setup for experiments applying tACS simultaneously with fMRI of a visual task, with focus on aspects of the setup and execution that yield successfully synchronized tACS with artifact-free acquisition of fMRI data.

### Protocol

Conduct all experiments in accordance with institutional ethics committee guidelines. For all studies mentioned in this manuscript, all procedures were performed according to the declaration of Helsinki and approved by the local Ethics Committee of the University Medical Center Göttingen.

#### 1. Stimulation and Computer Setup Prior to Experiment

1. **Stimulator setup**
   
   NOTE: The stimulator used for this fMRI experiment is a specially designed magnetic resonance (MR)-compatible system equipped with an MR-safe inner filter box, an outer filter box, safety resistors, coupled cables, and MR-safe materials. Some instructions pertain specifically to the manufacturer's directions, and these may vary when using another stimulator, so take care to follow equipment instructions provided by the manufacturer that may constitute exceptions to this setup. Figure 1A shows the stimulator components used in this experimental setup.

   1. Navigate through the menu of the stimulator to program the desired experimental parameters (refer to user's manual for details). For example, for a stimulation frequency of 10 Hz, program 10 cycles for ramp-up/down time of 1 s, 300 sinusoidal cycles for 30 s of stimulation, current strength equal to 1,000 µA, and repetitive trigger mode, as conducted for our experiments unless otherwise noted. Save the program to load for each time the experiment is run thereafter.
   2. Connect the stimulus presentation computer trigger output to the stimulator using a BNC cable.
   3. Place a nonmagnetic, shielded local area network (LAN) cable through the radio frequency (RF) waveguide tube from the inside of the scanner room. To avoid resonant capacitive coupling, ensure that the cable is free from loops and placed along the wall of the room, leading to the rear of the magnet bore and along the right-side scanner bed railing inside the bore, leading to the position of the inner filter box (see Figure 1C and safety note in Step 2.4 regarding cable position). Secure the cable with tape placed intermittently along the length of it.

2. Load the visual stimulus program on a designated presentation computer that is separate from the scanner control computer. As depicted in Figure 1C, connect the presentation computer to the scanner output via an optical-to-electrical converter and to an output device (i.e., projector) that is placed in a shielded case or outside the magnet room. Use nonmagnetic mirrors to direct the projection onto a screen inside the scanner bore.

#### 2. Subject Arrival and Preparation

1. Pre-screen recruited subjects for any contraindications for MR scanning (e.g., no metal implants, no claustrophobia, experiment-specific subject prerequisites) as well as for tACS (e.g., history of seizures, chronic headaches, pregnancy).

2. When the subject arrives, instruct the subject about the fMRI experiment details and describe the experience to expect (e.g., visual stimulus, tingling or phosphenes from tACS, special task instructions).

3. **Place electrodes according to the 10-20 EEG system and stimulator preparation.**

   1. Using a tape measure, measure the distance on the subject's head from the nasion to the inion, and from ear-to-ear, over the top of the head. The intersection of both lengths gives the position on the head for Cz, according to the 10-20 EEG system. Mark the spot for Cz on the scalp using a marker.
   2. Place an EEG cap without electrodes on the subject's head, with Cz aligned to the mark on the subject's scalp, determine the desired location of the electrodes and mark them.
   
   NOTE: It is important that all experimenters use the same placement system to ensure consistency through all experiments; the 10-20 EEG system, which is commonly used in transcranial stimulation experiments, has specific guidelines to maintain accurate electrode placement.
   3. Using alcohol and cotton pads, clean the hair and skin on and around the marked spots on the subject's scalp; remove oils and hair products.
   4. Spread some gel on the rubber electrodes and press each electrode firmly on the marked and cleaned locations on the subject's scalp, ensuring full contact from electrode to conductive gel to the scalp with minimal impedance.
   5. Using a spare shielded LAN cable, connect the filter boxes and MR-safe cables to the stimulator and to the rubber electrodes as depicted in Figure 1A.
   6. Turn on the stimulator and test the impedance (refer to user's manual for details). If the impedance is not below 20 kΩ, press the electrodes on the scalp or add electrode gel as necessary until this impedance guideline is met.
   7. When the impedance is below 20 kΩ, allow the stimulator to output current for a few seconds to familiarize the subject with the sensory experience. Ask the subject about sensory perception during this test, including whether tingling sensation exists and can be withstood, and extent or location of phosphenes during stimulation.
   8. At this point, the subject is prepared to move to the scanner bed. Leaving the electrode cable plugged into the rubber electrodes on the subject, disconnect the stimulator, the spare LAN cable, and the outer and inner filter boxes.
9. Connect the outer filter box to the LAN cable that runs through the waveguide to the MR scanner, leaving as little exposed LAN cable outside of the waveguide as possible (see Figure 1B). Connect the stimulator to the outer filter box using the stimulator cable and double-check that the stimulator is connected to the presentation computer trigger output.

4. Prepare the subject inside the MR scanner.
NOTE: Figure 1C shows the full TACS-fMRI setup during the experiment. It is critical to arrange the cables and inner filter box as specified, with the electrode cable arranged at an approximately 90° angle to the plane of the scanner bed and the inner filter box resting on the scanner bed railing on the right side of the scanner bore. Neglecting to do so can damage the safety circuit of the electrode cable; this configuration applies for both open and closed RF coils.
1. After ensuring that the subject is free of magnetic materials and ready for the MRI experiment, lead the subject into the scanner room.
2. Give ear plugs for hearing protection to the subject, and instruct the subject to lie on the scanner bed, placing pillows around and under the head and under the legs for comfort and to reduce movement. When placing the pillows behind the subject's head, pay special attention to lay the electrode cable flat and in a position that is comfortable for the subject to lie on for the duration of the experiment.
3. Give the alarm ball and MR-safe response button box to the subject to hold such that minimal movement is required to push a button to respond in the experiment.
4. Secure the RF head coil over the subject's head with a mirror attached such that the subject can see the projection screen reflected in the correct orientation.
5. Temporarily secure the free end of the electrode cable coming from the rubber electrodes to a place in the head coil such that it does not catch when the bed is moving. Figure 1D shows the subject's head positioned in the head coil with pillows, mirror, and TACS cable in place before moving the bed to the center head coil for imaging. The filter box is also shown placed on the scanner bed railing, as an example of where it must sit relative to the head coil when the scanner bed is in measurement position.
6. Move the scanner bed into measurement position. From the back end of the scanner bore, connect the electrode cable from the rubber electrodes to the inner filter box that connects to the LAN cable, as depicted in Figure 1C. To prevent excess motion during scanning, secure the cables and filter box along the scanner bed railing to the right of the bore with tape and sand bags. Place projector screen into the rear end of the scanner bore.
7. Test the impedance on the stimulator once more to ensure that all connections between cables, filter boxes, and the stimulator are made properly.

3. MR Scanning and Experiment
1. Before the scan begins, test that the presentation computer registers when the subject pushes response buttons.
2. Acquire high-resolution T1-weighted anatomical data (e.g., three-dimensional turbo fast low angle shot, echo time (TE): 3.26 ms, repetition time (TR): 2,250 ms, inversion time: 900 ms, flip angle 9°, isotropic resolution of 1 x 1 x 1 mm³).
   1. After the acquisition, adjust contrast and windowing on the anatomical MRI to low and high extremes to visually detect noise during scanning that may result from the stimulator setup. Continue this visual monitoring of noise concurrently with functional image acquisition.
3. Start the experiment on the presentation computer, ready to begin with the scanner trigger, and start the stimulator to wait for the presentation computer output trigger. Leave the stimulator on and connected throughout the fMRI experiment to avoid differences in the temporal signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) between stimulator on and off conditions.
4. Start the fMRI scan (e.g., two-dimensional T2*-weighted gradient-echo echo-planar imaging; TE: 30 ms, TR: 2,000 ms, flip angle 70°, 33 slices of 3-mm thickness, no gap between slices at an in-plane resolution of 3 x 3 mm², 210 volumes for seven minutes of scanning), which triggers the start of the experiment on the presentation computer. Monitor the stimulator display to guarantee that current is sent at desired times throughout the experimental runs.

4. Experiment Conclusion
1. After the experiment has run and scanning is finished, unplug the inner filter box from the cable connected to the rubber electrodes before moving the scanner bed, remove the subject from the scanner, and remove the electrodes, leaving the subject free to wash their hair.
2. Turn off the stimulator, and plug it in to recharge. Clean the rubber electrodes with water for their next use.
Representative Results

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show representative images acquired for equipment noise tests in a phantom and in a human subject, respectively. In every row, Figure 2 and Figure 3 show representative axial slices from an acquired volume or calculated map, labeled accordingly above the row. The rightmost image on each row is a sagittal representation of the corresponding volume or calculated map, indicating axial slice locations with blue lines. Aside from the first row, which illustrates electrode placement in white, the volume is overlaid on a T1-weighted image in each figure. Notice that there is no distortion or signal dropout from the electrodes in the T1-weighted images. The second row of Figure 2 shows representative functional fMRI data acquired with the tACS setup in place and turned on. In the phantom in Figure 2, notice there is some signal dropout and distortion due to the electrodes, however, row 2 of Figure 3 shows that these distortions do not extend beyond the scalp in a subject. Rows three and four of Figure 2 show noise measurements in the volume, which are acquired using the same parameters as the fMRI data, but without an RF excitation pulse. The images show the noise level in the scanner room and of the MR hardware during the scan. Row three is a noise measurement with tACS off, and row four is one with tACS on. In the fifth and sixth row of Figure 2 are tSNR maps for functional runs with the tACS setup and the stimulator off and on, respectively. TSNR maps calculated from data acquired in the human subject appear in Figure 3 rows three, with tACS off, and four, with tACS on. Notice there is no visible difference in intensity when comparing between stimulation conditions. As we demonstrated in a previous study, the tACS equipment produces around 5% drop in tSNR in images compared to those acquired without the tACS setup, however the tSNR should remain stable across stimulation on and off conditions22.

Figure 4 represents a series of images that demonstrates signal dropout that can occur when non-MR-compatible electrodes are used. Slices from an fMRI volume acquired of a subject with electrodes that may have some metal contaminations show signal dropout below the electrode placed roughly over primary motor cortex, as indicated with red circles.

Figure 5 shows results of an experiment testing the effects of current strength of 16 Hz Cz-Oz tACS on the BOLD signal in subjects whose only task is central cross fixation. Throughout the experiment, 12-second periods of tACS were interleaved with non-stimulation periods varying from 24 - 32 seconds. In a pseudorandomized order, tACS was applied with a different current strength (500 µA, 750 µA, 1,000 µA, 1,500 µA) in each of four runs. Figure 5A shows event-related averages of the BOLD signal for statistically significant clusters, with increasing effect on the BOLD signal with increased current strength. Additionally, Figure 5B shows current-strength specific T-score maps illustrating regional specificity of effects as well as increasing spatial effect with increased current strength. It is also worthwhile to note that BOLD activity in frontal regions was changed significantly, showing that modulations were not always directly below the electrodes. For details, refer to Cabral-Calderin and colleagues22.

Figure 6 shows representative results of an experiment testing the frequency dependence of tACS effects during a visual perception task. Subjects reported the perceived direction of a bistable rotating sphere. At the same time, tACS was applied with electrodes placed at Cz and Oz at one of three stimulation frequencies (10 Hz, 60 Hz, or 80 Hz) in each of three separate sessions. Figure 6A illustrates the experiment timing with visual presentation and tACS periods between blocks of central cross fixation. TACS condition and frequency effect interaction maps and cluster post-hoc tests show frequency-specific effects in the parietal cortex, with 10 Hz tACS decreasing and 60 Hz increasing signal (Figure 6B). Figure 6C shows T-score maps of specific effects of 60 Hz tACS extending beyond the parietal cortex to include some occipital and frontal regions. For experiment and analysis details, refer to Cabral-Calderin, et al.22.
Figure 1: TACS Setup in the Scanner. (A) TACS Setup with all Necessary Elements. The stimulator and cables are connected outside of the MR shielded room. Also shown are the EEG cap, tape measure, and conductive gel used for electrode placement. (B) Outer Filter Box and Stimulator Placed Outside the Scanner Room. The LAN cable (not visible in the figure) comes from the scanner room through the RF waveguide tube and connects to the outer filter box, with as little LAN cable exposed outside of the scanner room as possible. The stimulator should be connected to the outer filter box as well as to the presentation computer trigger output cable. (C) Scanner Environment with Experimental Setup. Depiction of tACS setup, including presentation computer, scanner computer and trigger output, and projector. (D) Subject Positioning for Experiment. Important elements include pillows, cable placement, viewing mirror, and head coil. Filter box is placed on scanner bed railing as an example of placement inside the bore. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
Figure 2: Quality Assessment MR Images Acquired of a Phantom. Row 1: High-resolution anatomical T1-weighted image axial slices with their positions indicated by blue lines on a sagittal slice to the right (also seen in each following row). On the sagittal plane, electrode positions are illustrated in white. Row 2: T2*-weighted echo-planar image slices, with magenta arrows indicating signal dropout and distortion due to electrodes and/or electrode gel. On the sagittal plane, the positioning of the corresponding volume is shown as an overlay (also seen in each following row). Row 3: Noise image slices acquired with fMRI experimental parameters and no RF excitation pulse while the tACS setup is in place and turned on, but not stimulating. Row 4: No-RF-excitation image acquired with tACS setup in place and stimulator on and stimulating at 16 Hz. Row 5: TSNR map calculated from data acquired with the tACS setup in place and turned on, but not stimulating. Row 6: TSNR map calculated from data acquired with the tACS setup in place and stimulating at 16 Hz. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

Figure 3: Quality Assessment MR Images Acquired of a Subject. Row 1: High-resolution anatomical image axial slices with their positions indicated by blue lines on a sagittal slice to the right (as seen in each row). Electrode positions are illustrated in white on the sagittal view. Row 2: T2*-weighted echo-planar image slices showing no signal dropout due to electrodes and/or electrode gel. On the sagittal plane, the positioning of the corresponding volume is shown as an overlay (also seen in each following row). Row 3: TSNR map calculated from data acquired with the tACS setup in place and turned on, but not stimulating. Row 4: TSNR map calculated from data acquired with the tACS setup in place and stimulating at 16 Hz. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
**Figure 4: Signal Dropout Due to a Contaminated Electrode.** Slices from an fMRI volume acquired of a subject using a contaminated electrode placed roughly over the hand knob of the motor cortex. Red circles indicate regions below the electrode with signal dropout. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

**Figure 5: Effect of Current Strength on tACS Modulation of the BOLD Signal.**

(A) F-score Maps Showing the Main Effect of Current Strength on the Effect of 16 Hz tACS. A significant main effect of current strength in a one-way rANOVA [within factor: current strength (500, 750, 1,000, 1,500 µA)] is apparent. The plots show the event-related average time course of the BOLD signal for the tACS-on periods for each current strength. Shaded regions indicate standard error of the mean across subjects. MedialFG = medial frontal gyrus, IPS = intraparietal sulcus, IFG = inferior frontal gyrus, PrC = precentral gyrus, L = left, R = right, *cluster not corrected for multiple comparisons. 

(B) T-score Maps Showing BOLD Activity Changes during 16 Hz tACS for Each Current Strength. No significant effect was found with 500 µA tACS. LH = left hemisphere; RH = right hemisphere. This picture has been modified from Cabral-Calderin et al. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
Figure 6: Effect of tACS on the BOLD Signal in a Visual Perception Task. (A) Schematic Representation of the Experiment. Visual stimulus and tACS were applied in a block design, with 30 s on-off tACS blocks occurring during 120 s blocks of visual stimulus presentation. Each frequency was tested in a different session. SFM = structure-from-motion. (B) TACS Condition and Frequency Interaction Effect. F-statistic maps showing significance in two-way rANOVA [within factors: tACS (on, off), frequency (10 Hz, 60 Hz, 80 Hz)] and beta estimates for two representative clusters in the post-central gyrus. Continuous lines and black asterisks mark significant differences for post-hoc comparisons for tACS on-off interaction effects of 10 Hz versus 60 Hz and 10 Hz versus 80 Hz, and red asterisks imply a significant difference for tACS on versus off post-hoc tests. PoC = postcentral gyrus, IPS = intraparietal sulcus. (C) T-score Map of 60 Hz tACS. Significant differences comparing 60 Hz tACS on versus off. This picture has been reprinted from Cabral-Calderin et al.\textsuperscript{29}. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

Discussion

Here, we have described the procedure for a simultaneous tACS-fMRI experiment setup and execution using an MR-compatible tACS system. Some steps in this procedure require special attention, especially with respect to the subject setup. The MR-compatible stimulator and setup used in this experiment has a minimum impedance of approximately 12 kΩ with the cables, filter boxes, and electrodes only, and the manufacturer recommends 20 kΩ minimum impedance with electrodes connected to the subject; this requirement depends on stimulator product and manufacturer. When applying electrodes to the subject, if the impedance is too high, some steps can be taken to reduce this value aside from pressing the electrodes. For example, it may be easier to first cover the marked and cleaned locations on the scalp with electrode gel, including the hair, before pressing the electrode onto the scalp. This will ensure current spread across the non-conductive material; however, be careful to limit electrode gel coverage to approximately the same surface area as the electrodes to direct current spread to the desired region of stimulation. Pay particular attention to this if the electrodes are close together, because current shunting between the electrodes may occur through excess electrode gel contact. If the electrode is on the back of the head where the subject will be laying directly on it, special care must be taken to place pillows behind the head such that the subject will not grow uncomfortable as the experiment continues; this discomfort may not be a problem initially for the subject, however experience shows that pain arises and increases with time. Additionally, as with all fMRI experiments, subject motion introduces problematic confounds, so it is important that the subject is comfortable with all the cables and electrodes in place.

The most important aspect of the setup to consider is the noise potentially introduced into the MR environment that can induce image artifacts and distortions. Prior to the experiment, it is prudent to test for image artifacts with the whole tACS setup in place. A normal spherical phantom can be used, securing electrodes with electrode gel. It is important to provide some way for the current to travel between electrodes, which can be accomplished by applying a generous amount of electrode gel in a path from one electrode to the other. Run the entire experiment, as planned for the subject, including parameter variations such as frequency and current. During the scanning session, adjusting contrast and windowing to extremes in the image viewer on the MR scanner control computer allows easier visual detection of noise. When visually monitoring for noise before and during the experiment, noise may occur as spikes in the image with high intensity, patterns where signal should not be measured, or varying intensity over time, as examples. Acquiring fMRI data with the RF excitation pulse turned off gives information about scanner environment noise during scanning without acquiring the actual image signal (see Figure 2). This noise test can be done in every scanning session. If there are variations in the noise, check that all cables are intact and well connected to the stimulator, electrodes, and filter boxes. No cables should sit in loops. Noise or distortion can arise from broken cables, electrodes with metal contaminants in the rubber (despite being sold as MR-compatible), and faulty connections, among other possibilities. The stimulator is battery-driven to minimize electrical noise in the setup; ensure that it is fully charged before every experiment and that it stays on and connected throughout the experiment. TSNR in functional images will decrease around 5% with the stimulator connected, however, values should be stable across stimulation conditions\textsuperscript{22}. Simultaneous transcranial electrical stimulation-fMRI tests on cadavers have shown that there are no artifacts associated with alternating current
stimulation, which is an advantage compared to direct current stimulation\(^{35}\). Theoretically, this lack of artifacts can be explained by a net current of zero at the time the image is acquired\(^{36}\). However, for some of the experiments conducted in our lab, the acquisition time or TR is not a multiple of the stimulation frequency. After conducting the noise tests mentioned in this protocol and examining images for artifacts, which were not visible, we concluded that any difference in net current from zero is small and too negligible to induce artifacts.

Another critical point for successful experiments is that the presentation computer receives the trigger output of the scanner and that the stimulator receives the trigger from the presentation computer. Prior to the experiment, program the visual stimulus design and timing using the desired software. This program must use triggers to synchronize the visual stimulus presentation with the MR scanner and the stimulator; it initiates with a trigger that is output from the MR scanner and also sends output triggers to the stimulator at desired stimulation times. An easy way to check trigger communication during setup is to use an oscilloscope attached with a BNC cable to the scanner trigger output as well as the presentation computer output. In our setup, the MR scanner outputs a trigger (toggle) for every functional volume acquired, and the presentation computer outputs a signal as programmed through the presentation software. The analysis of a well-designed experiment rests critically on properly timed stimulation.

Some steps of this experiment may be adapted as necessary for the laboratory setting requirements. For example, this setup describes using a projector and mirrors for visual stimulus presentation, however the visual stimulus output device can be MR-safe liquid-crystal-display goggles or an MR-safe monitor, chosen based on experiment and lab preferences or limitations. Also, MRI scan parameters should be tailored to the experiment. It is worthwhile to note that attention should be given to the appropriate choice of experimental control for tACS, although a straightforward answer does not exist. A short sham stimulation of 30 seconds can mimic the somatosensation induced by IACS that diminishes eventually with prolonged stimulation; however, some studies show that even short periods of stimulation can induce oscillatory entrainment\(^{12}\). Another possible control that can be used for tACS is to stimulate using a non-effective frequency, or, in other words, a different frequency from the one of interest. The exception here would be that somatosensation and phosphene perception vary according to stimulation frequency\(^ {31}\). Finally, regarding subjective experiences of stimulation, tACS-induced phosphenes vary across individuals, so in order to best capture subject variability, consider using a detailed rating system for phosphene perception, and spend some time with the subject describing the various features of phosphenes (e.g., location, intensity) that can arise so that the subject can attentively evaluate his or her experience during stimulation\(^ {32,33}\).

The representative results shown here suggest that IACS effects are current dependent, frequency dependent, and that modulation is not limited to the regions below the electrodes, but extends to distant, likely functionally connected regions. One limitation of this technique is the temporal resolution of fMRI as well as of the BOLD response. The data acquisition and the hemodynamic response are not as fast as the stimulation frequency or electrical activity of the brain, so direct interactions with frequency-specific effects of IACS cannot be measured. However, given that the greatest share of scientific literature of IACS effects is of behavioral studies, and that IACS obviously affects a whole, complicated neural system, it is clear that simultaneous IACS-fMRI experiments have much to offer for informing us about IACS effects in the brain. EEG and MEG offer insights on the level of temporal resolutions that match those of neural activity. However, EEG and MEG suffer from spatial resolution and cortical depth limitations or computationally intensive source-reconstruction techniques. Stimulation frequency and harmonic artifacts overriding brain signals of interest recorded at the same frequencies further complicate EEG and MEG analyses. Innovative workarounds have been applied to tackle some of these challenges. Helfrich et al. employed a novel technique to remove the IACS artifact from EEG data using an artifact template subtraction and principle component analysis\(^ {15}\). They showed that 10 Hz IACS applied parieto-occipitally increases alpha activity in the parietal and occipital cortices and induces synchrony in cortical oscillators functioning at similar intrinsic frequencies. Witkowski and colleagues applied amplitude-modulated IACS and successfully created MEG-based cortical maps of entrained brain oscillations\(^ {34}\). With the goal of applying IACS in research for better understanding normal and abnormal brain function, and eventually clinically for diagnostics or therapeutics, IACS should be separately combined with EEG, MEG, and fMRI to complementarily establish best practices for specific desired effects that can be tailored specifically to individuals. When such practices are established, effective investigations can be carried out to better understand the function of neural oscillations (e.g., clearly defining functional roles and relationships of different frequency bands) and their modulation with IACS (e.g., whether the mechanism occurs through entrainment or plastic changes\(^ {35}\)).

Considering future directions, the setup described here is tailored for fMRI experiments studying perception or cognition, as the structure-from-motion study described here and others have demonstrated. Cabral-Calderin and colleagues showed that activation in regions of the occipital cortex was dependent upon task and IACS frequency in a video-watching versus finger-tapping experiment\(^ {27}\). In a simultaneous IACS-resting-state fMRI study, Cabral-Calderin and colleagues showed frequency-dependent effects of IACS on intrinsic functional connectivity and resting state networks\(^ {27}\). Vosskuhl et al. combined IACS and fMRI to show BOLD decrease during a visual vigilance task at individual alpha frequency stimulation\(^ {36}\). Aleskeichuk and colleagues showed that immediate aftereffects of 10 Hz IACS modulate the BOLD signal during a visual perception of checkered rings and wedges, indicating a change in the neural metabolism of a passive perception task\(^ {37}\). These studies set the stage for simultaneous IACS-fMRI studies to probe functional mechanisms on many levels, from metabolism to cognition. At such an early stage in the use of IACS for translational research, there is much potential for simultaneous IACS-fMRI experiments to add to the understanding of both the stimulation technique and the contribution of oscillations to cognitive functions.
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